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Google Chrome downloads the latest Chrome Frame (a small.NET
Framework installable in your user profile) whenever you start using it.
This allows you to use WebSites built with a version of the Chrome Web
Platform that includes the new features and changes you are using. This
version of the Web Platform is updated each month, as is the version
shipped with Firefox. Chrome downloads the latest version of the Web
Platform when the browser starts. Google Chrome does not download the
latest versions of the Web Platform and the version of Chrome Frame you
are using if you do not start the browser. If you have a MDM server you
can use that instead, since the MDM server will be sending Chrome
Instance-specific attributes to your device telling it what changes to make
before actually installing Chrome. This is faster and more reliable than
downloading the files to your device yourself. this release contains a
bunch of plugins in the box, some of which you can find in the boxes of
tricks repository. in the examples below, you can find the plugins named:
counter dir flash select2 slider tabs as i mentioned in the previous post, i
am still developing the software that can turn simple scripts into jquery
plugins. you can find quite a box of tricks on github with some simple
examples of this software. in this example, we'll take those scripts and
turn them into plugins. in the past i've provided two separate downloads
for the basic file (for basic users) and the plugin version. this time i've
decided to do a single download with all the plugins built in, so you can be
more efficient by grabbing one file instead of two.
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it's a small release that fixes some of the issues reported over the past
week, including: issue with loading data from csv files: the datum of the
date column in the data files was getting loaded as '1970-01-01' instead

of '1990-01-01'. as a consequence, this date was converted to a
timestamp that is almost always negative (and therefore the file was

never loaded). the fix is to use iso format and to set the value of the date
column to either '1990-01-01' or '1990-01-01t00:00:00'. issue with the

setuptools egg: the egg was unable to find the version of the application it
was supposed to deploy (it always failed on the dependencies if they were

not installed first). this was actually a problem in the installation of a
certain package, as it was looking for the package 'pyvirtualdisplay' in the
root of a local source repository. this package has been moved to 'python'
in version 0.6.11. the fix is to use 'python' as the source instead of 'site-

packages', in :download:`the egg file `. issue with the install of a
virtualenv: if the user installs the application into a virtualenv, the

installer always failed with an error ('/usr/bin/python: no module named
pyqt5'). now, if the user does not use a virtualenv, the application will be

installed into the user's site-packages, and the virtualenv will not be used.
the fix is to detect if a virtualenv is being used, and to install the

application into the virtualenv if it is the case. the check can be done by
calling 'virtualenv' in the top of the install script. to install the application

into a virtualenv, the easiest way is to call 'virtualenv
pyqt5-1.7-py2.7-linux-x86_64', and to specify the same version as in the

name of the virtualenv. the virtualenv will be created automatically if
needed. 5ec8ef588b
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